
 

 
HALLMARK MEDIA APPOINTS EMILY POWERS AS 

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, STREAMING & DIGITAL PLATFORMS 
 
January 17, 2023, NEW YORK – Hallmark Media tapped veteran digital media executive, Emily Powers, 
to join its executive leadership team as EVP of streaming & digital platforms, the company announced 
today. Powers is based in New York and reports to Hallmark Media’s President & CEO, Wonya Lucas.  
 
Powers’ appointment comes as Hallmark Media charts the future of its business with an eye toward 
investing in and evolving its distribution model. She is charged with overseeing the strategic direction, 
day-to-day management, and successful growth of Hallmark Media’s digital platforms, including mobile, 
website, and e-commerce initiatives. Powers will also collaborate across the company to establish the 
vision, roadmap, and strategy for the relaunch of Hallmark Media’s SVOD service, as well as the company’s 
future AVOD and existing FAST channels.  
 

“Over the last decade, Emily has established a winning track record of driving revenue through successful 

digital strategies, and she will play an important role as we further develop, evolve, and advance this area 

of our business,” remarked Lucas. “Her expertise is particularly important at this stage in our company’s 

evolution, as the industry continues to shift in the direction of streaming and digital distribution.”  

Powers joins Hallmark Media from BritBox, where most recently she headed up the company’s North 
American business. Previously she served as BritBox’s Chief Revenue Officer. Powers’ background also 
includes roles in business development and digital distribution at BBC Studios and NBC Universal. She 
began her career as an associate producer at National Geographic TV & Film. Powers graduated with a 
Master of Business Administration from New York University’s Stern School of Business, in addition to 
earning a Bachelor of Arts degree at Georgetown University.  
 
Contact: Allison Bennett | AllisonBennett@HallmarkMedia.com  | 212-445-6692 

 
ABOUT HALLMARK MEDIA 
Owned and operated by Hallmark Cards, Inc., Hallmark Media is home to Hallmark Channel, Hallmark Movies & Mysteries, and 
Hallmark Drama. Hallmark Channel features an ambitious slate of new, original content, including movies, scripted series, and 
annual specials. Hallmark Channel is also home to the popular annual holiday franchise Countdown to Christmas featuring a 24/7 
lineup of holiday programming. Hallmark Movies & Mysteries is a 24-hour cable network featuring a unique mix of new, original 
movies and acquired series focused on the lighter side of the suspense and mystery genres. The network also features its own 
annual holiday programming franchise, Miracles of Christmas. Hallmark Drama showcases the rich legacy of the Hallmark Hall of 
Fame library and spotlights movies and series from Hallmark Media’s collection of original dramatic content. Hallmark Media is 
also home to Hallmark Movies Now, the company’s subscription streaming service, which offers commercial-free, feel-good movies 
and series from Hallmark Channel, Hallmark Movies & Mysteries, and more, including exclusive content you can’t find anywhere 
else. The company’s publishing extension, Hallmark Publishing, offers original novels, as well as books adapted from Hallmark 
original movies. 
 

For more information, please visit www.crownmediapress.com 

Hallmark Channel on Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest 
Hallmark Movies & Mysteries on Social Media: Facebook, Twitter 
Hallmark Drama on Social Media: Facebook, Twitter 
Hallmark Movies Now on Social Media: Facebook, Twitter 
Hallmark Publishing on Social Media: Facebook, Twitter 
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